
Puig Windscreen Dark Smoke
Ducati V4 / V4S

3759F

Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹10,000.00
Categories: Windscreen

Product Description

PUIG WINDSHIELD R-RACER Dark Smoke 3759F
The line of screens is the product of Puig’s long experience in competition, working with the
best teams from MotoGP: Repsol Honda Team and also WSBK: Kawasaki Racing Team, to
develop the best screens for your sports motorcycle. The screens are designed for you to have
a perfect vision through and to be more aerodynamically efficient than the stock screens, they
are tested in a virtual wind tunnel to improve the aerodynamic coefficient (Cx) and thanks to
their taller height, it deflects the wind that otherwise would hit the rider’s helmet and shoulders.
Designed and manufactured in Barcelona, with the most advanced technologies, with high
impact acrylic of 3mm, we come up with a very strong piece, light, durable and with a rounded
edge of 2mm (accomplishing the safety control from the German TÜV). The artificial vision
system utilized during the quality control process guarantees that the screens will get to the
client in perfect shape. Installation of the screen doesn’t require additional parts like trims and
every screen comes with an in depth aerodynamic study that indicates the improvement in
performance as well as the protection to the rider.
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Puig Windscreen Light Smoke
Ducati V2

9690H

Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹10,000.00
Categories: Windscreen

Product Description

PUIG WINDSHIELD R-RACER Light Smoke 9690H
The line of screens is the product of Puig’s long experience in competition, working with the
best teams from MotoGP: Repsol Honda Team and also WSBK: Kawasaki Racing Team, to
develop the best screens for your sports motorcycle. The screens are designed for you to have
a perfect vision through and to be more aerodynamically efficient than the stock screens, they
are tested in a virtual wind tunnel to improve the aerodynamic coefficient (Cx) and thanks to
their taller height, it deflects the wind that otherwise would hit the rider’s helmet and shoulders.
Designed and manufactured in Barcelona, with the most advanced technologies, with high
impact acrylic of 3mm, we come up with a very strong piece, light, durable and with a rounded
edge of 2mm (accomplishing the safety control from the German TÜV). The artificial vision
system utilized during the quality control process guarantees that the screens will get to the
client in perfect shape. Installation of the screen doesn’t require additional parts like trims and
every screen comes with an in depth aerodynamic study that indicates the improvement in
performance as well as the protection to the rider.
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Price: ₹10,000.00
Categories: Windscreen

Product Description

PUIG WINDSHIELD R-RACER Light Smoke 3759H
The line of screens is the product of Puig’s long experience in competition, working with the
best teams from MotoGP: Repsol Honda Team and also WSBK: Kawasaki Racing Team, to
develop the best screens for your sports motorcycle. The screens are designed for you to have
a perfect vision through and to be more aerodynamically efficient than the stock screens, they
are tested in a virtual wind tunnel to improve the aerodynamic coefficient (Cx) and thanks to
their taller height, it deflects the wind that otherwise would hit the rider’s helmet and shoulders.
Designed and manufactured in Barcelona, with the most advanced technologies, with high
impact acrylic of 3mm, we come up with a very strong piece, light, durable and with a rounded
edge of 2mm (accomplishing the safety control from the German TÜV). The artificial vision
system utilized during the quality control process guarantees that the screens will get to the
client in perfect shape. Installation of the screen doesn’t require additional parts like trims and
every screen comes with an in depth aerodynamic study that indicates the improvement in
performance as well as the protection to the rider.
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